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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
December
Tuesday 8th
Year 7 Transition
Thursday 10th
Grade 6 Graduation
Term 4 Ends
Wednesday 16th
Thursday 17th &
Friday 18th
Curriculum Days

January

Changes to school once again…..
There have been a number of changes that have been made to the DET School
Operations Guide that came through late last night. It is important that you read
through these changes carefully. All schools operate under these same guidelines
and as a larger school, there will points of difference in what we are able to do, as
compared to a smaller school.
Arrivals and Departures
From Monday 30th of November, parents are now permitted back onto our school
site for drop off and pick up. We have seen many benefits of the independent arrival
of our students over the last two Terms and encourage you to keep this practice
going. The arrival time between 8:45am – 9am has substantially reduced traffic
congestion around the school at the start of the day. We will continue to have all
entrance gates open from 8:45am and students will move directly to their classroom,
the playgrounds will not be in use before school. No students are to arrive prior to
8:45am. Once you have dropped off your child we ask that you move away from the
school as quickly as possible.

Term 1
Teachers return
Wednesday 27th
Students return on
Thursday 28th

All students, from Monday 30th November will now depart at 3:30pm and we will
revert back to the dismissal procedures used in Term 1. Foundation students will be
brought out as a class group and all other year levels will be dismissed from their
classroom. Please discuss with your children where you will meet them for pick up at
3:30pm on Monday. The playground will not be in use after school and we ask that
all parents and students depart the school grounds by 3:40pm to reduce the
congregation of large groups of people in and around the school.
Please note, social distancing measures are in place so it is imperative that you keep
your distance from other adults. Adults should have a mask with them at all times as
per the Government guidelines. We ask that parents do not enter school buildings
unless they have pre-arranged with a teacher and a mask must be worn indoors.
Transitions
Kinder to School Transition activities are permitted in schools, group sizes cannot
exceed 20 people indoors and 50 people outdoors. Further information will be sent to
2021 Foundation parents.
Year 7 transitions – Primary to Secondary transitions will now occur and further
information will be sent from the Secondary schools.

From The Principal ……. Cont’d
Assemblies
Year Level Assemblies can occur, Whole school Assemblies are still unable to take place
indoors or outdoors due to the gathering limits. Limits of 150 indoors or 300 outdoors
(including Students, Staff and Parents), with a density quotient of one per 4m2 applicable
to Staff and Visitors/Parents.
Graduation
A notification will be sent out to Grade 6 Parents shortly providing further details around
Graduation.
Loaned Ipads
Following recent media reports about the Victorian State Budget in relation to loaned
devices, we are yet to receive any DET notification in regards to this. Once we have
received this guidance, we will communicate further information.
A reminder that if you or your child is unwell, please do not enter the school site. Health
advice around students attending school with cold symptoms continue to apply and adults
if you are unwell please do not enter the school site. The school office can still only hold
one person at a time, please phone ahead if you need to enter.
We thank parents for their ongoing support and adaptability to the many different changes
we have had to communicate throughout the year.
Transitions
A DET focus this term was Transitions. We will be implementing extra Transition Sessions
this year to support Students moving into their 2021 Year Level. The Transition Program
aims to prepare Students for the next stage of their schooling. This year we will run a
series of sessions focusing on team work, teachers presenting what exciting things
students have to look forward to next year as well as completing various activities.
2021 Contributions
School contributions for 2021 have been endorsed by School Council. The contributions
are an
important part in enabling us to provide the best learning environment for
the children at Parkdale Primary School. If you are experiencing financial difficulties
please contact Helen or myself to discuss a payment plan.
2021 Parent Payment Arrangements and Parent Payments Policy are available on our
website https://www.parkdaleps.vic.edu.au/.

Bikes and Scooters - Helmets
A reminder that all students who ride a bike or scooter to school, need to wear a helmet.

Leanne Bradney
Principal

Values Awards
Week beginning: 9th November, 2020
Grade

For

Foundation For always showing integrity by making strong

choices with her learning and behaviour. You are
an excellent role model, Milla!

Name
Milla S.

1

Integrity: Always doing what is right, no matter who Louis S.
is watching.

2

For continually striving for excellence in all areas of Billie S.
her schooling and being a role model for others.

3

For demonstrating excellence by always working
hard, asking questions & using feedback to
improve his learning,

Isaac S.

4

Co-operation – For consistently demonstrating a
mature attitude and willingness to work with her
peers and teachers in all situations.

Kahsia L.

5

For his outstanding demonstration of co-operation
during Digital Technology!

Edric N.

6

Respect - For always being respectful of everyone
around you by being kind, listening and doing your
best.

Sienna S.

Values Awards
Week beginning: 16th November, 2020
Grade

For

Foundation Excellence - For always challenging herself by
setting goals, and focusing and persisting to
achieve them!

Name
Chloe A.

1

Responsibility- For being a reliable and
conscientious member of Grade 1, who always
makes excellent choices in and out of the
classroom.

2

Respect - For always being respectful of her peers Taylor L-J.
and teachers by being an attentive and cooperative
learner.

3

Respect - For always being respectful of everyone
around you by being kind, attentive and always
doing what you believe is best.

Sienna S.

4

Excellence: For consistently demonstrating an
outstanding work ethic whilst always pursuing her
personal best.

Anika D.

5

Respect: For always showing high levels of respect Sunny T.
to everyone he works with.

6

For always being respectful and making the
classroom a place where others feel safe.

Sienna C.

Lulu H.

WHAT’S HAPPENING!
FOUNDATION
The Foundation students have continued to work
very hard and are constantly wowing us with their
achievements, we will be very sad to say goodbye
at the end of this term! We have been enjoying
our inquiry unit on animals, and this week the
children began writing their own information
reports about a chosen animal. Over the past few
weeks in Foundation we have been learning to
read at a ‘just right rate’. A great way for you to
help your child develop their fluency, expression
and reading rate is to model reading to them, get
them to echo your reading or ask them to re-read
the text with expression. To continue to help build
fluency, visit your local library over the holidays so
children can learn to choose ‘just right’ books! We
have also been practising our ‘Chunking’ where
we use our fingers to break big words into more
manageable parts! In Phonics we have been
revising the spelling rules for c, k and ck and the
children have been working on finding, reading
and spelling words with this sound! If you would
like to work on this at home the rules are; c goes
before a,o,u and consonants (cat, clip), k is used
when the next letter is e,i or y (sky, kite) or to
follow consonants and strong vowels (like, pink),
and we use ck to close in weak vowels (sick,
sock). They are very tricky rules but our
foundation students have impressed us with their
skills!

GRADE 1
This week in Grade 1 we have continued our
Narratives topic in writing and have had a go at
writing a strong ending to our story prompt of
Three Baby Pigeons. In Word Study our new
sound focus has been vowel teams, /ai/ and /ay/.
We have been reviewing last week’s sound /oy/
and /oi/. In Maths we are continuing our topic of
Multiplication, looking at arrays and repeated
addition. We are currently in NSW on our travels
around Australia for our Inquiry unit, and have
looked at some of the famous landmarks and
buildings in Sydney. We had an awesome time
meeting lots of Australian animals in our Webex
Incursion
with
Wildlife
Exposure
too!
Just a reminder that children should still be
practising their reading aloud at home each night
to maintain their fluency and expression,
particularly with the long summer holidays
approaching. Also a reminder that drink bottles
need to be coming to school every day,
particularly with the warmer weather, as our drink
taps are still out of action.

GRADE 2
Can you believe we are almost at the end of the
year!?
During our Daily 3 reading we are looking at the
CAFE focus of finding the main idea of a text and
what the author's purpose is. Make sure you read
out aloud every night at home!
For writing, we are learning how to write
convincing persuasive texts that include effective
and interesting language.
In our Maths classes, we are enjoying learning all
about money. We would love you to use all
opportunities to discuss this topic when you are at
the supermarket, shops and at home. We
encourage any additional number practise such
as skip counting and card games. Mathletics as it
will continue to build their skills and
understanding.
For inquiry we are looking at sustainability and
how we can reduce our waste and what we can do
to recycle what we use every day!
As our busy term is coming to a close we
encourage you to continue to check the newsletter
and Compass for any information you may need.

GRADE 3
Reading
This fortnight, the students have been learning
how to link the main idea from a group of
paragraphs to create a summary of a text. We
have continued to read texts that are related to our
inquiry topic of Amazing Australia and used
non-fiction information to look closely at themes
around the conservation of flora and fauna.
Writing
In writing, we have been creating procedural texts
and learned how to record the directions for a
variety of circumstances such as cooking, sport,
and science. The students have enjoyed
participating in some hands-on activities to follow
pre-made directions for a procedure, before
breaking down the steps and re-writing them in
their own words.
Maths
For maths, we have been investigating time in a
variety of forms. The students have practised
using analogue clocks and are consolidating a
quarter to and past times, with some practice on
telling time to the minute. The students have used
their knowledge of digital time to convert between
analogue and digital times and have also had
exposure to a range of timetables, calendars and
elapsed time! It has certainly been a busy period!
Inquiry
For inquiry, our students are just begging to create
their own partner project investigating a chosen
Australian state or territory. Everyone has been
working hard to investigate our neighbouring
countries and now it is time to utilise our research
skills to look more closely in our 'own backyard'.
To finalise these projects the students will present

WHAT’S HAPPENING … cont’d

GRADE 5/6

Homework
As you should be aware, all students will be
presenting a short speech to the class about their
favourite Australian destination. A reminder that
these presentations will begin in week 10.
Students have received an information worksheet
related to this project and should have brought
this home. Feel free to contact your child's
classroom teacher for more information.

This week, Grade 5/6 have been working furiously
to design, create and present their scripts! Our
new writing genre of reverse poetry has been
introduced, where students are to write a poem
that can be read forwards (top to bottom) and have
one meaning, but can also be read backwards
(bottom to top) and have a different or opposite
meaning.

GRADE 4
Just over three weeks to go!
Reading Comprehension: We have been
looking into the reading comprehension strategy
of finding the main idea. Whether we are talking
about the main idea of a paragraph, a poem, a
chapter, or a longer text, finding the main idea requires the reader to uncover what the writer wants
us to know about that topic. Looking at the title,
reading the first and last sentence, and identifying
repeated words and phrases are strong indicators
for the finding main idea.
Writing: The students have been revising over
the narrative writing genre, with a focus on
understanding and applying the text structure as
well as practising how to set the scene in the
orientation to hook in the
reader’s attention and
tighten the tension within the complication to create suspense.
Mathematics: After concluding our Fractions and
Decimals topic, the students are either working on
their understanding and ability to read 12-hour
and 24-hour time or adding and subtracting
fractions, depending on their math group.
Inquiry: Within our ‘Game of Life’ topic, we have
explored the concept of change. The students
identified the various social, emotional and
physical changes that have occurred from birth to
now and different strategies to use to manage
the change.
Wellbeing: Looking at a photograph of a broken
playground and children in far North India, the
students reflected on the many things to be
grateful for, in particular having access to our safe
playgrounds. Then, they designed a new
playground for the students in India. We also enjoyed playing ‘Amoeba Hula’, a ‘Play is the Way’
game which tests the resilience and perseverance
of each
individual and their team, and requires
good communication and mutual support.

Grade 5’s have worked extremely hard to write
their leadership speeches as well as create
PowerPoints for the upcoming 2021 Grade 5
cohort. These will both be presented during our
transition day. More information will be provided
closer to the date.
Grade 6’s have nearly finished creating their
Memory Books and have done a sensational job.
They are excited to share this with their friends
and families near the end of the year.
The Maths concept of Time (Grade 5) and
Probability (Grade 6) have been a big hit, with lots
of probability games and mini projects
strengthening their mathematical thinking.
We look forward to the next 3 weeks of Term 4.

STARS OF THE WEEK
Friday 13th November, 2020

00G

Beau M.

For being a wonderful listener and trying so hard with his writing.

00J

Stella L.

For confidently attempting all tasks and completing with focus.

00N

Tanri G.

For always being a kind friend to others.

00S

Maddie S.

For wowing Miss Strong with her beautiful clear, confident and expressive reading!

00T

Isabella W.

For her very detailed recount writing and neat handwriting on dotted third lines.
done Isabella!

01A

Grace C.

For her consistently positive attitude towards learning and always helping others!

01B

Holly C.

For her enthusiasm and always displaying a willingness to learn. I'm proud of you Holly.

01M Juniper W.

For always displaying an enthusiastic attitude to your work. Keep it up, Juniper!

01P

Tilly W.

For planning and writing a very entertaining narrative. Keep up the great work!

01R

Zevee W.

For her well thought-out, descriptive narrative. Well done Zevee.

02D

Ruby B.

For always showing bravery and resilience in every aspect of her schooling.

02G

Wendy L.

For your amazing work with our maths topic making and sharing groups. Well done!

02M Arthur R.

Well

For demonstrating cooperation, effort, and enthusiasm for learning.

02N

Elise P.

For always doing her best work and for amazing manners!

02P

Kade C.

For your cheery attitude and infectious positivity. Thankyou for all that you do!

03F

Ryan M.

For being a considerate, kind and respectful member of 3F. Keep it up Ryan!

03G

Eva B.

For her great attitude and ability to take on feedback, to improve her skills in persuasive
ing.

03P

Alex O.

For always being happy to try every work task and giving his best effort. Well done Alex.

03R

Harry B.

For working hard on his persuasive writing and being a positive role model in the yard!

04B

Melissa O.

For her excellent behaviour in the classroom and consistently working to the best of her
abilities.

04E

Finn W.

For actively contributing his thoughts and ideas in class discussions. Keep it up Finn!

04H

Mienge S.

For pursuing her personal best across all subject areas.

04T

Sasha S.

For working very hard to finish off tasks and to stay on top of his homework!

04U

Flynn A-H.

For always having a go at all tasks and improved focus in the classroom.

writ-

5/6B Dane K.

For creating interesting discussions in reading groups and always sharing his unique ideas in
class.

5/6C Eren G.

For expressing a positive attitude towards his schooling this week and getting into writing tasks!
For demonstrating morality and displaying the school values in front of teachers and peers.

5/6G Oscar G.

For always being extremely kind to his classmates and teacher.
For his wonderful attitude daily and bringing a sensational sense of humour to the classroom

5/6H Holly A-H.

For her outstanding work in class, especially during short reads

Harry A.
Denver C.

5/6J

Hazel P.

For being a fantastic group member during script writing rotations and working brilliantly all
week.

5/6R George B.

For working diligently and avoiding distractions in class!
For consistently working to the best of her abilities!

5/6S Jacob B.

For being a great friend and helper to all.
For outstanding effort in all areas.

Tayla P.
Cam D.

STARS OF THE WEEK
Friday 20th November, 2020

Ellie B.

For always trying his best and listening so beautifully at school, also for being so resilient last
week!
For always trying her absolute best to improve in her learning. Ellie, you are a superstar!

00J

Kyper T.

For listening to teacher feedback and always putting in his very best effort!

00N

Josephine N.

For working hard to improve her reading.

00S

Scarlett F.

For beautiful reading.

00T

Amelia L.

For always having a positive attitude and for her amazing efforts with writing tasks. Well done!

01A

Oliver K.

For his effort in writing a detailed and exciting narrative about a Snow Globe! Great work Ollie!

01B

Cleo N.

For being a kind and thoughtful member of the class. Thank you for all the lovely pictures you
drew for everyone Cleo.

00G

Ben G.

01M Ryan C.

For working hard to improve your narrative writing. Keep it up, Ryan!’

01P

Akinyi O.

For always having a positive attitude and trying her very best at all times. Awesome work Akinyi!

01R

Oscar D.

For bringing an excellent sense of humour to the classroom and a great attitude to all areas of
his schooling.

02D

Jacob M.

For trying his best to self regulate and use the strategies to stay in the 'green zone' Well done
Jacob .

02G

Amber P.

For showing pride in your work and always giving 100% effort. Well done Amber!

02M Indi H.

For your active participation and terrific effort since being back at school.

02N

Evie M.

For her diligent attitude to learning and for being a caring class member. Amazing attitude Evie.

02P

Isobel G.

For always putting in 100% effort to everything you do. Thanks for being a superstar!

03F

Charli M.

For being an absolute pleasure to have in 3F and always giving everything your best shot.

03G

Alice M.

For her enthusiastic approach to tasks and for her improved ability to take on feedback.

03P

Katie A.

For working on her CAFÉ focus and writing mission goals in class. Keep up the good work
Katie.

03R

Liam D.

For continually working to high standards and his insightful additions to class discussion

04B

Zach D.

For demonstrating resilience, an improved work ethic and making a contribution to class
discussion.

04E

Lucy McK.

For actively contributing in discussions and working productively on set tasks. Well done!

04H

Miller B.

For always putting a smile on the face of his peers by being kind and thoughtful.

04T

Luke D.

For working extremely hard to achieve his AR reading target this term.

04U

Zoe L.

For her increased participation in classroom discussions, adding some valuable and insightful
comments.

5/6B Macey W.
Zac W.

For always involving herself in class discussions and creating interesting conversations in
reading rotations.
For always having the confidence to share his ideas in class discussions.

5/6C Will S.

For consistently doing the right thing and being a great role model for all of his peers.

5/6G Luka D.

For your daily enthusiasm and willingness to contribute during discussions.
For always completing work of an extremely high standard and your wonderful sense of humour.

5/6H Brennan M.
Laia P.

For trying his best in all that he does and working cooperatively in all group settings.
For the ongoing enthusiasm and positivity that she brings to the class on a daily basis.

Hayden G.

For working hard all week and being a great contributor in reading and writing groups.

Lara S.

5/6J

5/6R Jaxon C.

For a great effort on his Genius Hour project!
For being a great group member during script writing!

5/6S Ruby McC.

For demonstrating excellent team work.
For working well with others and trying his best.

Jackson G.
Lachie McL.

